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“One problem today is that people think 
protecting the environment will be so 
costly and so hard that they want to 

ignore the problem and pretend it doesn’t 
exist.” 

 
2018 Nobel Prize winning economist Paul Romer 



 

 

 

 

 

 



The Great Barrier Reef has a social, economic 

and icon value of $56 billion.  

 

It supports 64,000 jobs and contributes 

$6.4 billion to the Australian economy. 



Economic contribution in 2015–2016 



Economic contribution to the Australian economy 

By region 



Total economic, social and icon value to Australia 
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The value of the Great Barrier Reef extends far beyond what can be measured 
Traditional Owner Value 

Cultural heritage services 

 

Spiritual and religious services 

 

Educational services 

 

Knowledge services 
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Three attractions form a powerful trilogy in Australia’s brand narrative 

 

Brand Australia 

The Reef The Rock The House 



Too big to fail 





Why value nature? 



Because nature is 

valuable 
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Willingness to pay 



Supporting regional economies 

New South Wales 

Queensland 

Victoria 

South Australia 

Northern 
Territory 

Western 
Australia 

Tasmania 

Contribution of tourism to 
Gross Regional Product 

$34b 

$25b 

$25b 

$3b 

$6b 

$12b 

$2b 



Supporting regional industries and jobs 

Direct industries 

Indirect industries 

Natural 

asset 

Tourism operators 
Shops and cafes 
Hotels and motels 
Bus companies 
 

Farmers 
Mechanics 
Business services 
Cleaners 
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Supporting brand and identity 



Why value nature?  
 

To gather the evidence needed to make 
informed choices in your region 
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“This timely report is a much needed, holistic 

view of the incredible economic value and 

opportunities provided by the Great Barrier 

Reef. Any failure to protect this indispensable 

natural resource would have profound impacts 

not only to Australia but around the world.” 

 

Al Gore 
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